FILMING OUR TEAM STORY

Your team has talent

Program

Would you like your team:
- To explore and identify hidden talents
- To strengthen the cooperation
- To explore a pending question on a worksituation/
organisational change issue/ reorganisation
- To experience a memorable day with fun and
creativity?
Follow the workshop 'Filming our team story'

9:00 Opening ceremony & ice breaker
9:30 We will spend the morning exploring
collaborative storytelling, with film examples,
exercises in messaging, storyboarding and
filming. We will split in mixed film crews. Each
team will write a scenario, plan the production
and film the scenes of their own short film.

Writers, Actors, Editors

12:45 Lunch, followed by energiser

In a unusual setting the team will work together in
developing stories, that will help to answer pending
team questions. You will play all the roles of the film
crew, including director, cameraman and stagehand.
This endeavour will put our team's skills to the test as
you write the script, act the piece, film the shots and
edit the film.

13:45 In the afternoon, two people from each
team will work on the editing, while the rest of
us paint a movie poster, bollywood style.
16:15 The gala premier of the films
16:30 Reflections on "The Making Of"
17:00 Close of the program, optional aperitif

Video storytelling
People love to tell and share stories. By putting our
story into a film, we will build and develop our
creativity, social connections in a fun way. Film
making gives us a platform to clarify our messages,
work creatively together and share our story.

Palm d'or
Your film may or may not win critical
acclaim, but will certainly offer you the
opportunity to:
Explore the characters in our team
by going beyond our typical roles & ways of
working
Learn together about film making
while highlighting our creative & technical
abilities
Have a memorable collective experience
through the creation of a team time capsule

Our Facilitators
Simon Koolwijk is facilitator and a film maker.
He works with groups to help them to make their
own short films. His projects often tell stories that
might otherwise not be heard - stories of
communities, difficult situations and people
making a difference.
Contact Simon on +31 24 350 44 37 or e-mail.
faccom@xs4all.nl
Jeffer London is a conversation starter. He helps
groups to stimulate ideas and build futures.
Drawing on a background in art and business.
Jeffer partners with organizations who want to
make a change towards higher performance &
innovation.
Contact Jeffer on +32 473 869 807 or email. jeffer@jeffer-london.com

